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MARQUETTE COUNTY QUILTERS ASSOCIATION
P.O. Box 411
Marquette, MI 49855
www.marquettequilters.com

April, 2017

April Program:
The Double Diamond Technique
Pamela Ruege will show you how to
use a special double diamond ruler to
make this eye catching border. And
then Tracey Cairati (always frugal) will
show you how to do it with rulers you
should already have. This technique is
useful in quilt design, for runners, for
garments and bags. Expand your
repertoire with this program.

And snacks by:
Joan Kaukola,
Chris Swenor,
Pam Kauppila,

MAY 15-21 2017
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MCQA

Rapid River, MI

Call Tracey for directions
1-906-250-6656

RAPID RIVER RETREAT

Cost: $30 per day with a
maximum of $150 for the week.
This fee is due by May 3 at the
MCQA meeting. Make Checks out
to MCQA.
SLEEPS: 18-22
BEDROOMS: 5: BATHROOMS: 4
!

• Relax and enjoy a time of sewing,
siesta, and sisterhood at the
Rapid River Lodge.
• You can join us for one day or the
whole week.
• Try out the hot tub or just relax
and enjoy the river view just a
stone’s throw from the deck.

Tracey’s favorite point of attraction?
Enjoying the hot tub along the river
while listening to the soothing water
falls. Also, there is nothing like having
comfortable room for everyone around
the dinner table. We share the cooking
responsibilities. A chef chart will be
available by May 10.
Judy’s favorite thing is there are
plenty of outlets for sewing, ample
tables and much sharing of laughter.
And the food is Yummy!
Call:

Judy 346-6344,
Tracey 250-6656
Carol 346-9069

E-mail: judparlato@chartermi.net
traceycairati@gmail.com
cluoma@gmail.com

We welcome those quilters not
yet Guild members. Ask a friend!
•

Sign up by April 30th

•

Pay by May 3

Tracey says: The weekend retreat days are now fully booked, but days
during the week are available. Check with Tracey or Judy before it’s too late!

Superior Sea

Things to do NOW:

2017

Autumn
Comforts
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Raffle ticket sales! If you need a picture of Superior Sea, Laurie will have them at the
meeting. Please bring in the tickets you have sold, and pick up another bundle. Let Laurie
Short know if you can ‘staff’ a showing of the quilt to sell tickets at a public venue in the
coming months. This gorgeous quilt is selling itself (with a little help from you) !!!
——————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
Donations:
• Door prize donations are welcome any time now. Brenda Tellkamp says: “The most
convenient way to get them to me would probably be at the guild meetings.”
• Silent auction donations: Marcy Leppanen 250-2271, Patty Mercure 360-0425, “Bring
items to our meetings or call one of us to make arrangements.” Marcy lives in Ishpeming,
Pattie in Harvey.
• Books and Magazines will be collected starting August 1st by Gerry Nault and Char Grimsby.
Keep this in mind as you do your Spring re-organizing.
——————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
Start Sewing ……… Get those quilts, wall hangings and quilt related items ready to register.
The easy online registration process will be demonstrated in May, along with a review of the
categories of quilts. You can choose to have your quilts judged, or not. Paper forms will be
accepted from those who are not online. Registration will be available throughout the summer.
——————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
MCQA Challenge 2017 - Soul of Superior With our guild showcase of talent, inspired by our
great lake, we hope to show a big wave of quilts! The sky’s the limit here….. as long as your
entry has a perimeter of 160 inches or less. Are you still fishing around for ideas? A look at
Gitcheegumee may shore up your imagination, and bring fresh water ideas up from the depths.
Wishing you smooth sailing, with the wind at your back, in this creative, colorful endeavor.
——————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
>>>>>>>>>>>>>><<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>><<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<

From set-up to wrap-up, our National Quilting Day
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event was a smash! And lots of fun. Thanks to all
the volunteers, and the leaders:
Laura and Gerry
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Charity Quilting News:

Keep up the good work!
We are on our way to reaching our goal for the Bay
Cliff Nooker Quilts. Alice will take any completed
Nooker Quilts at the April meeting, and they must be
turned in by the May meeting. Keep 'em comin’!
We have 8 quilts for Harbor House. Most are all
done, a couple more to be quilted and bound.
Many of the folks are already working on little quilts,
sweaters, vests, and hats for the Christmas Critter
giving project.
Work is ongoing for the babies of the area. Quilts for
the isolets in the NICU are always needed.
Friendship groups meet on the 1st Thursday of each
month at Ben Franklin from 10 am until 2 pm and the
2nd Thursday of each month at the Gossard Building
in Ishpeming from 10 am until 2 pm. Both groups
focus on charity work but feel free to work on anything
you want.
There are many ways to give. Come and sew with
us, sew at home, donate kid/baby friendly fabric.
These are all great ways to make a difference!

Karen Sanford
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - A member request:

Hi everyone!
I'm going to be a grandma for the first time and have a
request for all of you pros. My daughter is looking for a
baptism gown pattern and I am looking for freebie patterns
that you have found useful for babies.
Thanks!! Tracey

A note from
March 2017 From the Librarian;
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…The real discipline lies in your ability to choose the limits that help you create without smothering
your imagination…
-Quinn McDonald

Wow. Wish I had read this SAQA Journal article sooner, when I was thinking of my New Year’s
Resolutions. Wait – it is never too late! The article, much like several new books for the
creative souls out there, discusses that fact that we all have ways of walking away from what
we want to do for something that seems as though it should be done. These two ideas are
very different in form, and allow us to avoid creating – be it a modern, art, traditional, or
charity project that we have been thinking about in the back of our minds. For example, we
walk to our sewing area, and notice that the floor isn’t as clean as we’d like it to be, so we
pick up the broom or the vacuum cleaner. Then we find other small stuff like this, which then
rolls into the entire day being wasted doing the small things, rather than what we wanted to
complete in the first place. I am a master of this. I used to call it procrastination. But now I
think it is more lack of discipline – an idea discussed in this article. The author gives us some
plans that may help us get to creating, rather than doing a day’s worth of ‘little things’. It
worked for me today, to write this article! I gave myself a certain amount of time to read, to
do chores, and I set a hard deadline to sit down to write. Hopefully, I will be able to keep it
up. Read the entire article in in the SAQA Journal, 2017, Volume 27, No. 1. This journal will
be added to the MCQA library for our April meeting.
I am behind on the magazine descriptions (see the first paragraph above) – but it is lovely to
know that the magazines have also been popular this early in the year! In fact, they have
been so popular, that I have not been able to get proper track of them. Organization is the
key and I already have a volunteer to assist me in organizing the library. Note that we WILL be
pulling out some books that have not been checked out in recent years and putting them up
for sale or auction, depending on the shape of the materials.
Note: The Missouri Star company’s BLOCK magazine looks like it will always be late or come
right on the day of the meeting – at least that is what has happened during the past three
months. I have a feeling that this might be due to the address change, so my plan is to put a
blurb about this magazine on the website when I complete some more work… (I should
probably note the above again, right? Perhaps I should make it a standing solitary meeting in
my house- work on website from 10-2 on this and this day. Now, where is that calendar…)
I also got a magazine called Classic Patchwork Pack, which has a gift bag of 1000 Patchwork
Templates, and 4 reusable templates. In essence, this kit contains directions for a variety of
projects for English paper piecing – anything from quilts, to handbags, toys, and more. There
is even a pattern for a Stag Head to hang on your wall. (I swear!) All of these items use the
pre-cut templates and reusable templates that came with the magazine. I’m donating this
one to the door prize or auction, since it wasn’t until I got to my terminal gate and sat down
to read, that I realized this magazine was not what I had thought I was grabbing.

A note from
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continued

Recently, while in Madison, WI for a hospital visit, I came across the cutest little coffee
shop, called 5thElement Coffee. My Mocha Cappuccino was amazing – as was
my macchiato, seen below. Note that the owners of this shop play a mix
of soul and jazz in the AM, and switch music for the lunch hour to more
popular songs. They offer free wifi and the coffee drinks pictured here
are NOT stirred with a spoon, rather swirled in the cup. I highly
recommend a visit – if only to remind yourself that art
isn’t
necessarily painting, drawing, sculpting or sewing, but
can also come in surprising forms. I almost didn’t
want to drink my coffee, for fear of ruining the patterns!
While I was sipping on my macchiato and attempting not to mess
up the hearts, I overheard two ladies paying for their coffees while
talking about quilting. I blurted out, oh, are you all talking about
quilting? I am a quilter as well! I was speaking with a new shop owner,
who will be carrying modern quilting products, patterns, books, classes, and
fabrics when her shop opens. What I liked about her attitude, was that she and her
business manager (the other woman she was speaking with) had talked to other shop
owners in the area. It turns out that all of the shop owners have made a loose agreement
not to sell what another shop in the area carries, so as not to step on each other’s toes,
or to encroach on each other’s territories. I really liked that idea of business and of
sending shoppers to another shop in town for a specific item. Visit
www.bluebarquilts.com online or visit the shop at 663 University Avenue in Middleton,
Wisconsin the next time you are there – I know that I will!
Finally, I paid a visit to the Barnes & Noble in Madison as well. I love books and
magazines, so I will admit to stuffing my bags full of materials I’ve not seen locally to
bring home. (I do not recommend this, as these materials were heavy, when carried
around O’Hare Airport in search of my departure gate.) However, I snagged these, soon
to be donated to the MCQA Library:
Simply Moderne, Issue 8 and
Patchwork & Quilting, Issue 44
As of the newsletter article addition deadline, Quilting Arts Magazine, April/May 2017,
Issue 86 has arrived. And I’ll bring anything else that comes in between now and meeting
time.
As always, if there are materials you see that would enhance our Library collection, let
me know. We will continue to source materials locally whenever possible, and encourage
you to do the same to support quilting business in our area.
Happy creating, Jen
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Questions were raised in the March meeting:
Q. What kind of organization are we in view of legal and tax
obligations?
A. Answers provided by our treasurers, past and present, and our
member-attorney-president: We are a 501 (c) (7) social organization.
Every year the treasurer files both the 990N in epostcard form with the IRS and the annual
report to the State of Michigan. We are not exempt from sales tax.
Charitable gifts to a 501c7 are NOT tax deductible to individuals. There is more information
about this in IRS Publication 557, linked here: https://www.irs.gov/publications/p557/.

Marquette County Quilters Association
Meeting Minutes March 1, 2017
1. Welcome, Guests, Refreshments -Laura Reilly, President, opened the meeting at 6:35 pm. No guests
were in attendance. Snacks were provided by Mary Stunkard and Laurie Short.
2. Approval of Minutes - Minutes from January, 2017, were corrected to show the size requirement for the
MCQA Challenge ‘Soul of Superior’ is 160 inches perimeter or less. The minutes from January and
February were then approved.
3. Treasurer’s Report from Grace Terpening

balances as of

2/28/2017

checking

$1283.16

savings

$6407.31

quilt show

$1003.12

total

$8693.59

4. Secretary’s Report from Jeanne Baumann: Correspondence received:
1. International Quilt Festival, Inc. sent 10 free day passes for their show April 6 - 8, 2017 near
Chicago. Passes, valued at $10 each, were available for members to pick up during the break.
2. The National Quilt Museum in Paducah is requesting guilds or individuals to contribute quilts,
fabric or books to their fund-raising “Quilts for Quilting” campaign to be auctioned. Donations are
requested by April 1.
3. The annual offer to guild members for discounted subscriptions/renewals to Fons and Porter’s
Love of Quilting magazine will be made available by Jen St. Martin at our Library during meetings.
The deadline is June 1.
4. Promotional flyer from online quilting store Quilting Momma

5. Old Business
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1. National Quilting Day is Saturday, March 18. We will host a community event in the large,
skylight room of the Arts&Culture Center. Laura Reilly and Gerry Nault are seeking volunteers:
Members are encouraged to sign up to help with set-up on Friday, March 17, 4p-6p; provide
refreshments; provide quilts to display; to distribute posters in the community; to help with 4
activity stations:
A. 9-patch hotpad Make&Take, Jeanne Baumann and ???? Fabric squares, batting and
backing provided. Another member, another sewing machine and basic sewing supplies are
needed.
B. Charity Block: Disappearing 9-Patch, Karen Sanford and ????? Fabrics from our stash,
blocks to Make&Take or to donate to our ongoing charity quilt making. Another member or
two, and machines, basic sewing supplies are needed.
C. Quilt-in where members are encouraged to work on their own project, with machine or hand
techniques.
D. License to Drive, Susan Vore will work with children who have no experience with a sewing
machine, using paper to learn to control the machine and earn a ‘License to Drive.’
2. Autumn Comforts 2017: Jeanne Baumann reported for Judy Parlato and Tracey Cairati.
A. New committee chairs were welcomed: Brenda Tellkamp will head Door Prizes, Laurie Short
and Pam Kauppila will head Hanging, Sara Doubledee and Judy Parlato will head the
Featured Quilter display and activity.
B. Donations for the Silent Auction are now being accepted by Marcy Leppanen and Pattie
Mercure at our meetings or call to make arrangements. Items can be quilts, quilted items,
knitted items, fabrics, tools, quilting supplies, or items of general interest. Donations for Door
Prizes are being accepted by Brenda Tellkamp at our meetings. Books and Magazines will
be collected starting August 1 by Gerry Nault and Char Grimsby.
C. Judges have been contracted, as arranged by Ann Pillote. Both judges live in the U.P., one
from Munising and one from Sault Ste. Marie.
D. All members are encouraged to participate in our Soul of Superior challenge. The only
limitation is the perimeter size less than or equal to 160 inches. Quilts made in traditional,
modern, art, miniature, any style are welcomed as this special exhibit intends to showcase

3. Charity Projects: Alice Johnson reports she has received 9 completed Nooker quilts, and there
are 25 more being made. Anyone making a Nooker quilt from their own materials should let Alice
know so an accurate count can be kept. We are well on our way to fulfilling the needed quilts for
2017. Karen Sanford has received 8 completed tops for Harbor House, and recognized Esther
Johnson for completing two tops with the Disappearing 9-patch blocks to display on National
Quilting Day. As these quilts are quilted she will be looking for help to bind them. Karen
reminded us of the friendship group that meets on the first Thursday of the month at Ben Franklin
10 am - 2 pm, to work on sewing charity quilts, to make kits for quilts or bags for our Christmas
Charities or to work on your own projects. There is also the Material Girls group meeting on the
second Thursday of the month at the Gossard building in Ishpeming to work on Neonatal Quilts.
Kid- and Baby- friendly fabrics are needed in the charity fabric stash, and donations are
welcome. Karen, as chair of Charity Quilting, will arrange a meeting of the members who
coordinate our various charity efforts to assess needs for materials and allocation of the 2017
budget for Charity Quilting.
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4. Membership: Mary Stunkard will prepare the 2017 membership list for distribution soon, and
reminds us that nonrenewing members will be dropped from the communications lists this month.
5. Library: Jen St.Martin mentioned the latest issues of Fons and Porter and BLOCK have been
added to our collection, along with the QuiltCon 2017 magazine donated by Laura Reilly.
6. Website: Jen St.Martin has been becoming thoroughly acquainted with our website from the inside,
learning how information has been organized. She has contacted the webmasters from three other
guilds inquiring about how their websites are built and used. She asked members to let her know
what parts of our website we use, and what might improve the usefulness of our website. Perhaps
the newsletter and website could be integrated. The Facebook page is another form of
communication but does not handle more extensive information. A member-only section could
facilitate guild function while protecting personal identification information from the public, and many
guild websites have this feature. Any ideas or needed additions or deletions from the website
should be emailed to Jen using her personal email address.
7. Spring Retreat: The Rapid River Lodge has been retained for us May 15 - 21. Members may
come for the entire week or a portion. 16 members have listed themselves as interested in
attending the retreat this year. The retreat committee (Tracey Cairati, Judy Parlato, Carol Luoma)
will soon return from their vacations in warm, sunny locations and plan the details of this event.
1. New Business
1. Laura and Jen are hoping to form a Modern Quilting Bee to meet on a chosen weekend day or
evening, perhaps Sunday afternoon or evening. The focus of this group will be exploring ideas and
techniques springing from the modern quilting movement. Laura hopes to share her access to
educational content from the national Modern Quilt Guild, including the first season of a new TV
show “Fresh Quilts.” Let Laura or Jen know if you are interested.
2. Storage of MCQA financial documents was questioned by Grace. Alice stated the capacity of our
rented storage space at St. Louis the King church is nearly filled. Almost all material is equipment for
our quilt show. The wooden quilt hanging equipment is particularly bulky, as is the raffle drum.
Grace will investigate how long financial records must be retained, and the cost of secure storage at
a bank or other site. Susan Vore may soon have a locking file cabinet she would donate if it is
useful.
Next Meeting will be April 5. Members Pamela Ruege and Tracey Cairati will present “Diamonds
are Forever.” Pamela will demonstrate using the Double Diamond ruler, and Tracey will
demonstrate the method without a special ruler. They will also give ideas on where and how to use
this folding and cutting technique in our quilts.
Upcoming meetings: May will include a short demonstration of the just-opened online registration process
to register quilts for Autumn Comforts 2017. June will be a sewing meeting with Christmas Charity sewing
projects available. July will not have a meeting as many members will not be available due to proximity to
the holiday. August meeting will include a second look at quilt registration as needed before registration
closes on Sept 1.
Meeting adjourned at 7:25 pm, followed by Show &Tell, refreshment/social break, and the program, A Small
Art Quilt Collection by Jen St.Martin.
submitted by Jeanne Baumann, Secretary
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MCQA 2017 Board of Directors
President:

MCQA 2017 Committees

Laura Reilly

Charity Quilt Coordinator: Karen Sanford
Neonatal: Ann Pillote, Erna Roever

Past President: Tracey Cairati

Bay Cliff Nookers; Alice Johnson

V.P. Programs: Carol Luoma, Pamela

Harbor House: Barb Bennett, Karen
Sanford

Reuge, Tracey Cairati
V.P Publicity:
Secretary:

Christmas Charities; Susan Vore,
Tracey Cairati

Karen Sanford

Jeanne Baumann

Historian: Judy Parlato
Hospitality: Laurie Short, Connie Hagle,
Gerry Nault

Treasurer: Grace Terpening

Library: Jen St.Martin
Membership: Mary Stunkard, Barb
Bennett
Newsletter: Jeanne Baumann
Property/Equipment: Alice Johnson
Quilt Show Co-Chairs: Judy Parlato,
Tracey Cairati
Retreats/ Workshops: Carol Luoma,
Tracey Cairati, Judy Parlato

< found on Tumblr, labeled Nordic Bird,
obviously very old and very cute!

What’s the buzz?

Send your quilting news and views to

★Website: quilters@marquettequilters.com
★Newsletter: mcqanewsletter@yahoo.com
Deadline for May news: April 19, publish on April 26, Meeting May 3

★MCQA Facebook Group - with LauraReilly or check any FB group member for
an invitation to join this closed FB group of MCQA members. Lots of late
breaking news, project pictures, tips and more!

